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What is Feng Shui?
Wind over Water
Feng Shui is the ancient Chinese art of placement. The words
translate as “wind over water” and refer to the interplay of the Five
Elements; Water, Fire, Wood, Earth and Metal.
In Feng Shui the flow of “chi” or energy through a space is a matter of prime
concern. In order for a space to be stimulating and healthy, there should be
a clear flow of chi through the area. Chi should flow, but not too quickly. A
gentle breeze can be pleasant but a strong wind can be devastating.
Likewise in Feng Shui we seek to find the balance between flow and
stillness that promotes a sense of well-being, is restful and comfortably
stimulating all at the same time. This is the atmosphere in which creativity
flows.

Feng Shui In Your
Personal Space

You have a space of your own, a place where you can work on your projects,
perhaps a desk with a computer, your books , a table, and an armchair. You
think that this space should be a great place to do your creative work, but
perhaps you sit at your desk for a while and then start wishing you were
somewhere else, pretty soon you’re out the door. Or maybe when you go to
write the Great American Novel you find that your desk is buried under
piles of bills, unanswered mail, last months or last years projects, Christmas
cards etc. There never seems to be a way to stay on top of the flood of
stuff that continually accumulates around you. After a while you can’t work
there because the feeling is so overwhelming. Maybe you are organized and
disciplined but you just don’t feel inspired. If any of this sounds familiar then
you may find a solution by applying some of the basic ideas of Feng Shui
to your personal work area.
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Why Experiment with Feng Shui?
I believe this workbook will create a whole new approach to your
understanding of the relationship between yourself, your

creativity and your environment.. By trying some of these simple
techniques you will experience your environment in new and
interesting ways. You will see how you can affect your feelings
and emotions by changing the space you live in.
Self expression and creativity are available to everyone at all times

if we are open to them. If you would like to have a breakthrough in
your life in any of these areas, please try the exercises in this
workbook;

I

think

you’ll

be

surprised

by

your

results.

Some Things to Think About
There is no way.
The way is made by walking.
Out of clutter, find simplicity. -Albert Einstein

"What one person has to offer to another

is their own being, nothing more, nothing less." Ram Dass

You are a being unlimited by nature, born into flesh to materialize as best you
can the great joy and spontaneity of your nature. – Seth

The journey is always the only arrival.
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Some questions to answer…
Please describe the room or area that you wish to transform:

What is the primary use of this area at the moment?

How would you like to be using this area?

How much time a week do you spend in this area?`

Who else spends time in this area?

How is this area located in your house in relationship to:
The front door
The back door
Stairways
hallways or other traffic patterns?
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Your observations…
Sit in the space for about twenty minutes to answer this
question. Feel free to draw pictures , floor plans, doodle, or just
write about how the space makes you feel.
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What is Chi?
Energy

Chi is energy. You can not see it as an object but it is easy to observe its
presence in everything around you. Take a plant for example: a plant is an
example of “wood energy chi”.
We all know what it takes to keep a plant alive; sunlight (fire chi), water
(water chi), soil (earth chi) , and minerals (metal chi). If these elements are
present and in balance then the plant will thrive. If they are present but in
too great or too little amount the plant may grow but not thrive. When the
imbalances become too extreme the plant dies.
Humans are very similar to plants in that they need to be balanced internally
and externally. It makes sense, we’re all part of the same cosmos and the
cosmos is entirely formed out of chi! Energy in the universe is constantly in
a state of transformation. Each change creates a shift that results in an
imbalance that causes something else to shift, etc. It is a constant process.
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A Meditation on Water Chi
Sit in your space in your favorite chair, make sure your computer
screen is turned off and please put down your pen. This is all

about relaxing, and as you close your eyes to your room you feel
yourself becoming very present to your space even without
seeing it. Just relax for a few minutes, breathe and feel yourself
in your space. Feel for a moment how the element of water is
circulating through your body, your blood on its constant tour

through your blood vessels. The last glass of water you drank
slowly working its way through your system, the moisture in your
mouth and nose. Think of all that moisture. Your body is 80%
water! How is it flowing, circulating, being absorbed, evaporating,
cleansing, cooling? Take a moment and be grateful that all these
miracles happen constantly without much conscious effort on
your part.
Okay, now you have a feel for that, expand your consciousness
out into your room. Where is water present? Does the air feel
moist or dry? Are the plants thriving? Are you drinking water?
Can you hear the sound of water flowing from a fountain?

Imagine for a moment that a stream of water, not a torrent, but a
small stream after a good rain, is flowing in through the door of
your room. Don’t worry about your papers and books this is just
an imaginary stream. Let the water flow in the door and just

imagine for a moment where the water will flow. Is your room a
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“dead-end” or is there somewhere for the water to flow to? Let
the water get deeper until it spills out the windows.
Write or draw your observations here:
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Some questions to answer…
Where is water present in your room? (could be drinking water, fish

tanks, pictures of rivers, a view of a lake, and the sound of the toilet
or washing machine)

Where is earth present in your room? (could be the materials the
room is constructed with, colors of the earth or nature, gardens, etc.)

Where is the element of wood present in your room? (could be
plants, a view with trees, and pictures of flowers, bamboo etc.)

Where is the element of metal present in your room? (could be
crystals or other gemstones, stone work, metal sculpture)
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Where is the element of fire present in your room? (could be
sunlight, candles, mirrors reflecting light, skylights, windows, light
seen through a doorway, color, rainbows)

What elements seem to be missing?

What elements seem too strong?

What makes you feel happy about your environment?

What do you want to change?
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Things to Change in Your Space
Based on your observations of elements in your space please make
the following adjustments:
1) Add water by placing a fountain in your space. Do this first!
The water sets up a nice current of cleansing chi which will
inspire you to clear away any clutter.
2) Add beautiful colored glass, lead glass crystals and or mirrors
to increase the presence of fire. Rainbows are very inspiring.
Light candles and incense while you work Use this energy to
burn up negativity.
3) Add at least one plant or picture of flowers. This will inspire
you to grow in new ways.
4) Put some nice rocks, shells or crystals around your work area.
This will balance out all of the activity.

5) Think of ways in which you can feel connected to the earth
outside of your room. Open windows, hang up a wind chimes
and let the breeze blow through. This energy will stimulate
your creative juices.
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Write or draw your observations here:
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What is Creativity?
The Voice of Your Soul

Creativity is the way in which you relate to your environment.
Creativity flows from within you. Like chi it is not an object that
you can point to, but we are aware of its presence or absence in
our lives. We usually notice its presence in the things that
happen around us. We create families, relationships, businesses,
organizations, homes, works of art, books, stories, songs, poetry,
dream vacations, excuses. Most of us would like to be creative in
a more powerful way, to create a life that we love, a relationship or
life work that fulfills us. We want to create an abundance of
health, wealth and happiness.
Whether or not we can bring our ideas into reality has a lot to do
with how our energy is flowing, how clearly we see or hear the
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ideas that inspire us and how capable we are of taking an activity
from idea to manifestation.
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A Meditation on Creativity
Imagine you are sitting beside a pond of clear water.
The water is perfectly still, no breeze, no waves.
Stare deep into the water. Feel the stillness.
When thoughts appear just notice them and go back to observing
the water.
Where do thoughts come from?
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Write or draw your observations here:
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Some questions to answer…
What does your space tell you about your personal creative
expression?

What would you like to create more of in your life?

What would you like to create less of in your life?

What would that look like in your space?
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Things to Change in Your Space
Based on your observations of creativity in your space please :
Add to or enhance one thing that you have that you would like to
have more of in at least one area of your life. (For an example, if you
would like to write more books, create a perfect setup for writing,
buy better software, new pens, and fancy paper. If you want more
sleep add a comfortable sofa, pillows, soothing music.

Knock

yourself out!)

Take out and completely get rid of at least one thing that you would
like to remove from your life. Feel free to be creative about this too.

Give it away, throw it away, build a bonfire and burn it, have a yard
sale.
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What are the Eight

Aspirations of Life?

Wind over Water
The Eight Aspirations of life, as defined by the ancient Taoist Masters of
Feng Shui are:
Your Personal Path, or career
Your teachers, mentors and helpful friends
Your creativity including your children
Your marriage or love relationship
Your fame or reputation
Your wealth or acquisition of property
Your health and your ancestors
Your wisdom and higher knowledge
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Observe what is present for
yourself in each of the following
areas:

Your Personal Path, or career

Your teachers, mentors and helpful friends

Your creativity including your children
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Your marriage or love relationship

Your fame or reputation

Your wealth or acquisition of property
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Your health and your ancestors

Your wisdom and higher knowledge
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Things to Change in Your Space
Based on your observations of the eight aspirations of life please :
Add to or enhance one thing that you have that t you would like to
have more of in at least one aspiration of your life. (For an example,
if you would like to be more wise, gather together the books that
contain wisdom that has inspired you, find a wise saying and hang it
on the wall, put important thoughts on post-its around your
computer screen, hang up pictures of your mentors, etc)

Transform at least one thing that you would like to remove from
your life. ( For example if you want a new love relationship in your

life be sure to clear out the mementos of other relationships
particularly if they make you angry or sad. Fill the space they leave
with pictures of happy couples – human or birds, flowers, crystals
etc.)
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Write or draw your observations here:

Thank you!
I hope you enjoyed this workbook.
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